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The antiferroelectric TGB phase: textures, � eld-induced eŒects
and microscopic model
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Department of Microelectronics and Nanoscience,
Chalmers University of Technology, SE-41296 Göteborg, Sweden

†Department of Chemistry, University of Hull, Hull HU6 7RX, UK

(Received 18 May 2001; in � nal form 20 August 2001; accepted 30 August 2001 )

By studying the optical textures and the � eld-induced eŒects of the recently discovered
TGBCA phase we have developed a qualitative model of the microscopic organization of the
phase. Inside the smectic blocks, the molecular tilt plane of the local anticlinic structure is
perpendicular to the helix of the TGBCA phase. The grain boundaries consist of a regular
lattice of 1 1/2 and Õ 1/2 dispirations; i.e. unit screw dislocations combined with half unit
disclinations. Whereas all screw dislocations have the same sign, the sign of the half unit
disclinations alternates in adjacent dispirations. Hence, in the grain boundaries the molecular
tilt plane between adjacent dispirations is alternately parallel and perpendicular to the
TGB helix.

1. Introduction et al. [3, 4] reported the discovery of the TGBA phase
existing between the SmA* and the isotropic phases.In 1972 de Gennes [1] described the nematic–smectic A

transition in liquid crystals by analogy to the conductor– X-ray studies performed by Srajer et al. [5] con� rmed
that the essential features and the physical propertiessuperconductor transition in metals. According to this

analogy, the introduction of chirality to the layered SmA of the TGBA phase were very well described by the
Renn-Lubensky model.phase is analogous to the application of a magnetic � eld

to a superconductor. If the nematic phase is chiral, its Further studies led to the prediction of two more
TGB phases in the vicinity of the N*–SmA*–SmC*twist is then expelled at the N*–SmA* transition, just as

the magnetic � eld is expelled by the superconductor. triple point, viz. the TGBC (expulsion of the smectic C*
However, at su� ciently strong twisting power, a new helix in the blocks) and TGBC̃ phases (incorporation of
structure may appear in which the layered phase is the smectic C* helix in the blocks) [6], and the sub-
penetrated by a regular pattern of twist line singularities, sequent discovery of the TGBC phase by Nguyen et al.
just as the superconductor may be penetrated by a [7]. For the TGBC phase a number of special cases has
pattern of singular � ux lines. In 1988 Renn and Lubensky been proposed and/or discovered; these are distinguished
[2] developed a speci� c model of this structure which by (a) the commensurability or incommensurability of
they called the twist grain boundary (TGB) phase, the number of sheets of screw dislocations with respect
describing a liquid crystal phase between the N* and to the pitch length of the phase [8], (b) the inversion
SmA* phases with regularly spaced grain boundaries of of the handedness of the helix in the TGBC phase on
screw dislocations . The screw dislocations are parallel to changing the temperature [9], and (c) the formation of
each other within each grain boundary, but are rotated a 2D modulated structure [10].
by a � xed angle between successive grain boundaries. Whereas the Abrikosov phase in superconductors
Since the screw dislocations form a regular lattice, the consists of a two-dimensional lattice of vortex lines, the
TGB phase may be seen as a liquid crystal analogue analogous liquid crystal phases are geometrically much
of the Abrikosov � ux lattice phase found in type-II more complicated, as the singular lines can only be
superconductors . A short time later, in 1989, Goodby parallel along one direction; but sets of such directions

twist to create a three-dimensional periodic structure
containing blocks or slabs of a two-dimensional liquid.
Also the distinction between diŒerent ‘Abrikosov’ phases*Author for correspondence; e-mail: jgm@fy.chalmers.se
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180 J. G. Meier et al.

is unique for liquid crystals, i.e. the orthogonal/tilted and 3. Results
3.1. T extureshelical/non-helical organization of the molecules within

each slab. Upon cooling from the isotropic liquid predominantly
a Grandjean-like texture developed in all cells, seeTGB phases mediate transitions from the isotropic or

chiral nematic state to the smectic state. Generally the � gure 2 (c). Characteristic of this Grandjean-like texture
is that no extinction of light is achieved for any settingsstructures of TGB phases have been found to be based

on the structures of the smectic phases that they either of the crossed polarizers; it shows strong optical rotation
and selective re� ection in the visible and, thus, remindsreplace or to which they transform upon cooling. It also

appears that TGB phases often occur in conjunction one of the Grandjean texture of a cholesteric liquid
crystal. In this texture the helix has a submicron pitchwith blue phases (their nematic counter parts) , the SmC*

a
,

the SmC*
1/4 and the SmC*

1/3 subphases (the latter two and the helix axis of the TGBCA phase is perpen-
dicular to the cell surfaces (analogous to the cholestericwith a unit cell corresponding to four and three layers,

respectively) and the antiferroelectric SmC*
A phase [11]. Grandjean texture). Hence the optic axis, being coaxial

with the TGB helix, is along the direction of obser-Recently a twist grain boundary phase with a local
antiferroelectric structure (TGBCA ) has been discovered vation in the Grandjean texture. In the 2, 4 and 22 mm

thick cells, some areas of the sample also exhibited ain the compound depicted in � gure 1 [12, 13]. In the
present paper we discuss the textures and the electric type of focal-conic texture where light extinction could

be observed between crossed polarizers. However, such� eld-induced eŒects of this same compound. Based on
the observations we have developed a qualitative model focal-conic domains did not appear on heating from

the SmC*
A phase. These domains remind one of focal-for the molecular arrangement in the TGBCA phase.

conics with an optic axis more or less parallel to the cell
surfaces. Both types of textures were persistent through-2. Experimental

The liquid crystal was studied in glass cells of 1, 2, 4 out the whole temperature range of the TGBCA phase.
However, in a cell of approximately 1 mm thickness, onlyand 22 mm thickness. The 2 and 4 mm cells were manu-

factured by E.H.C. (Japan), and the cells with 1 and the Grandjean texture of the TGB phase appeared upon
cooling from the isotropic state, and not the focal-conic22 mm gaps were self-made. All the cells have transparent

ITO electrodes and polyimide alignment layers buŒed texture. Thus the Grandjean texture is actually surface-
stabilized in very thin cells. A continuous decrease ofantiparallel to impose planar anchoring conditions. The

textures were observed and recorded using a Photo- temperature causes discrete changes of colour in the
Grandjean domains as the pitch increases. This is amicroscope III (Zeiss) in conjunction with a Mettler

FP52 hot stage and temperature control unit Mettler result of the � xed con� ning boundary conditions. A
discussion of the corresponding textures for the TGBAFP5. The temperature was independently measured using

a PT100 temperature sensor providing a reproducibility and TGBC phase can be found in [14] and references
therein.and stability accuracy of 0.01 K for the hot stage subset.

The electro-optic response was detected by means of a At the TGB–SmC*
A transition, the SmC*

A phase forms
a fan-shaped texture which may be likened to a randomphotodiode attached to the photo tube of the micro-

scope. The electric � eld for the electro-optic experiments bookshelf structure. On heating again into the TGB
phase, the front of the phase transition moves preferablywas generated using a leader functiongenerat or LFG 1300

and voltage ampli� er F20ADI from FLC Electronics. along the radii of the fans of the antiferroelectric smectic
C*

A phase, � gure 2 (a). Very pronounced also is the pre-The current, the optical response and the applied voltage
were simultaneously recorded by means of a four channel transitional discontinuous change in birefringence colour

in the focal-conic domains, most probably due to thedigital memory oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS 540). The
selective re� ection wavelengths were measured using a nucleation of the TGB phase at the bottom surface of

the cell. In the transition from the SmC*
A to the TGBShimadzu UV-3100 UV/VIS/NIR spectrophotomete r

� tted with a Mettler FP52 hot stage and controller unit. phase only the Grandjean planar texture is obtained,
but no focal-conic like domains, � gure 2 (b). This can be
explained by assuming that the � rst layers of molecules
are largely locked at the surfaces which support the
planar alignment. Therefore, the boundaries make the
smectic layers form perpendicularly to the glass plates
in the SmC*

A phase (bookshelf geometry). At the SmC*
A

*

C 12H 25O
O

O
N

N

O

O

C 6H 25

to TGBCA transition, this surface ordering of the smecticFigure 1. Molecular structure of the compound studied. The
layers is maintained and forces the breaking of thephases and transition temperatures are: isotropic 93.1

SmQ 92.9 TGBCA 91.6 SmC*
A 68.3 Cr (ß C); m.p. 86.4ß C. layered structure to occur in planes parallel to the cell
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181T he antiferroelectric T GB phase

Figure 2. The textures of the TGBCA phase depend on the history of the sample. Coming from the fan-shaped SmC*
A , only the

Grandjean texture of TGBCA is formed. In the beginning the Grandjean domains are very dark due to the long pitch (a) and
become more coloured when the pitch decreases at higher temperature (b). However, on cooling from the isotropic phase
both Grandjean and focal-conic domains appear (c). The alignment layers of the cell promote planar boundary conditions
(director parallel to the glass plates). (a) Transition from the fan-shaped SmC*

A to the TGBCA phase, on heating. (b) TGBCA
phase formed upon heating from the SmC*

A phase; only the Grandjean texture develops. (c) Transition from the isotropic
liquid to the TGBCA phase; Grandjean planar and focal-conic-like domains develop.

surfaces. Therefore, the nucleation of the TGB phase
from a bookshelf SmC*

A structure results ‘automatically’
in the Grandjean texture on heating from the C*

A .
The pitch of the TGB helix was determined by

measuring the wavelength of the selectively re� ected
light observed as a dip in the transmission spectrum at
normal incidence in the Grandjean texture (� gure 3). In
this geometry the spectrometer reading l is related to
the helical pitch p of the liquid crystal phase according
to l 5 np. Assuming an average refractive index n of 1.5,
the pitch of the helical superstructure varies from about
500 to 330 nm within a temperature range of 1.7 K.

In addition to what has been reported earlier [12, 13],
we observed the formation of yet another texture in
the close vicinity of the clearing temperature. Upon
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very slow cooling (c. 0.05 K minÕ 1 ) from the isotropic Figure 3. Wavelengths of the selectively re� ected light from
liquid, or heating (c. 0.1 K minÕ 1 ) from the TGB phase, the Grandjean planar texture of the TGBCA phase

depending on temperature.a mosaic-like texture with low birefringence develops
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182 J. G. Meier et al.

3.2. Electro-optic experiments
In order to get more information about the detailed

molecular arrangement of the TGBCA phase we studied
the response of the material to electric � elds. Charac-
teristic textures of the SmC*

A and the TGBCA phase under
an applied electric � eld and the related electro-optic
responses can be distinguished, as shown in � gure 5. The
photomicrographs depict a part of the cell inside and
outside the electrode area. The graphs show the applied
� eld (dashed line) and the resulting current (solid line)
and optical (dotted line) response. The scale of the optical
response in � gure 5 (b) has been enlarged by a factor of
10 for better perceptibility. The optical responses in
� gures 5 (a) and 5 (c) are of about the same amplitude
and given with the same scale. The data presented in

Figure 4. Texture of the SmQ phase. � gure 5 (a) were taken in the SmC*
A phase and show

typical electro-optic characteristics of an antiferroelectric
liquid crystal—double peak of the current response per(� gure 4). This blue phase-like texture (though not as
half period of the driving � eld and three-state opticalcolourful) is very sensitive to any disturbance and its
switching. The corresponding photograph, � gure 5 (d ),temperature interval is about 0.2 K. The texture may
shows the � eld-free focal-conic texture (unaddressed areatentatively be attributed to the so-called SmQ phase
to the right) and the � eld-induced ferroelectric state[15], which has been reported to exist between the
( left) of the antiferroelectric liquid crystal. Note that inSmC*

A and the isotropic phase in certain materials.
the addressed area the liquid crystal is aligned with itsLevelut et al. [16] performed extensive X-ray studies on
smectic layer normal more or less along the rubbingthe SmQ phase and identi� ed four diŒerent structure
direction of the alignment layers (parallel to the edgetypes all belonging to the class of defect crystals. Two
of the electrode), whereas in the unaddressed area theof those structures could be described as arrays of twist

grain boundaries in an antiferroelectric smectic [16]. smectic layer normal varies and is not correlated to the

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) ( f )

Figure 5. The electric � eld-induced textures and their electro-optic signatures. The liquid crystal is in the SmC*
A phase in (a)/(d),

in the TGB phase in (b)/(e) and (c)/( f ).
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183T he antiferroelectric T GB phase

(a) (b)

(c) (d )

Figure 6. Electric � eld-induced transition form the Grandjean planar texture to the focal-conic or � ngerprint texture of the
TGBCA phase. (a) 2 mm cell, crossed polarizers, c. 60 3 ; the blueish domains contain a stripe pattern and the white areas are
focal-conic-like. (b) 2 mm cell, crossed polarizers, c. 100 3 ; focus on such a blueish area—the fan-shaped domain nucleates
within a Grandjean area. The pitch bands suggest a helix parallel to glass plates. (c) 2 mm cell, crossed polarizers, c. 250 3 ;
focus on the white areas—a focal-conic texture is apparent. (d) 22 mm cell, no polarizers, c. 60 3 ; � eld-induced transition from
the Grandjean to a typical � ngerprint texture, suggesting a change of the helix axis from perpendicular to parallel to the
cell surfaces.

rubbing. Figures 5 (b) and 5 (e) show the same arrange- should be obtained†. Therefore we may conclude that
the found T GB phase has a local antiferroelectric andment for the TGBCA phase. Outside the electrode area
anticlinic structure (SmC*

A order).(right), the phase exhibits a Grandjean planar texture;
In more detail, the electro-optic response in the TGBi.e. the smectic slabs form a helix which is perpendicular

phase may be described as follows. On applying anto the cell surfaces. Inside the electrode area (left) a
electric � eld exceeding a certain threshold parallel to the� eld-induced focal-conic-like texture (to be discussed
helix-axis of the TGB Grandjean texture, the texturelater, cf. � gure 6) is apparent. Hence, the weak optical
changes into a focal-conic-like texture in thin cells orresponse of this random texture is caused by a small
a � ngerprint texture (focal-conics were seen as well ) inchange in birefringence � uctuating with twice the fre-
thick cells (� gure 6). The � eld-induced transformationquency of the driving � eld. This is characteristic for
from Grandjean to focal-conic is preceded by an increasea dielectric response; for instance, the deformation/
of the helical pitch, indicated by the change in colour ofunwinding of a helix according to the � eld. On increasing

the a.c. � eld strength the TGB helix completely unwinds.
†For frequencies below c. 0.5 Hz the TGB structure reappearsAn electro-optic response develops, � gure 5 (c), which is

when the applied � eld passes through zero indicating theidentical to the signature of a typical antiferroelectric
dynamic aspects of that � eld-induced eŒect, i.e. the TGB

liquid crystal—compare � gures 5 (a) and 5 (c). Note that
structure unwinds and rewinds with twice the frequency of the

if the TGB phase has either a SmA or SmC order in its low frequency applied a.c. � eld, rather than switching from
one ferroelectric state to the other.smectic slabs, an electroclinic or a ferroelectric response
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184 J. G. Meier et al.

the Grandjean texture. The pitch changes in discrete other than the � eld-induced step-wise change of colour.

Furthermore, the transformation into the focal-conicsteps observed as growing domains with diŒerent colour,

in a very similar manner to the way it changes with domains depends only on the amplitude of the electric

� eld and works with an a.c. as well as with a d.c. � eld.temperature. This is illustrated in the micrographs shown

in � gure 6. The lower left corner of � gure 6 (a) shows the The � eld-induced focal-conic texture exhibits a dielectric

optical response under an applied a.c. � eld. We suggestGrandjean texture outside the electrode area which is

not subjected to the electric � eld. In the electrode area that the � eld-induced transition from Grandjean to

focal-conic texture is due to a 90 ß reorientation of thethere are � eld-induced focal-conic domains (bright), as

well as purple areas of Grandjean domains which have helix axis of the structure, from being perpendicular to

essentially parallel to the glass plates. This would alsonot yet transformed into the focal-conic texture. The

diŒerence in colour with respect to the � eld-free areas be similar to the Grandjean to � ngerprint or focal-conic

transition in cholesteric liquid crystals. Furthermore,is due to a longer pitch of the helix in the presence of

the electric � eld. The � eld-induced transformation from just as in the cholesteric case, the � eld-induced focal-

conic texture is metastable and relaxes very slowly backGrandjean to fan-shaped focal-conic texture is connected

with the appearance of regular pitch bands parallel to (within hours) to the Grandjean texture when the � eld

is removed.the growing direction of the fan. These pitch bands

suggest the presence of a helix with a pitch of several In � gure 7 a phase diagram is shown. This was obtained

from electro-optic experiments and texture observations,microns now lying parallel to the cell surfaces. This is

also supported by the observation of a very typical � eld- introducing the electric � eld as the state variable in

order to shed more light on each of the � eld-inducedinduced � ngerprint texture in thick cells, � gure 6 (d). On

further development of the domains the pitch bands transformations and their relation to one another. Since

the introduced state variable E is of vectorial nature, itbecome less and less visible.

In conclusion, the Grandjean planar texture does not should be noted that the resulting diagram is strongly

dependent on the direction of E with respect to the liquidexhibit any measurable internal electro-optic response

Figure 7. The � eld induced states.
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185T he antiferroelectric T GB phase

crystal geometry. The diagram shows the thresholds for
the � eld-induced transformation of the Grandjean to the

focal-conic texture of the TGBCA phase, the subsequent

TGB helix unwinding and the anticlinic to synclinic
transition of the SmC*

A phase depending on temperature

and applied electric � eld strength. At su� ciently high

� eld strengths the ferroelectric states of the antiferro-
electric structure are stabilized. Because E is a state

variable and in� uences the total energy of the system,

the TGBCA focal-conic texture can be considered as
related to an independent phase in the given coordinate

system and geometry. The slope of curve I, marking the

synclinic to anticlinic transition of the SmC*
A phase, is

of opposite sign and with diŒerent steepness to that of

curve II, marking the transition from the TGBCA focal-

conic state to the synclinic state. If the TGBCA focal-conic Figure 8. Transition from the TGBCA focal-conic to the
state were identical with the anticlinic state of the anti- SmC*

A anticlinic state under constant electric � eld strength
upon cooling at a very slow rate.ferroelectric phase, i.e. if the TGB helix were unwound,

one would expect to � nd line II continued with basically
the same slope for T < 91.6 ß C as in line I. Furthermore,

at the lowest point (E 5 0) of the isotropic–TGBCAin each of the areas marked with A and B we can identify
Grandjean line transition in � gure 7 if we were dealingtwo triple points. In A the triple points are formed by
with equilibrium states. However, since the SmQ phase(i) SmC*

A anticlinic, TGBCA Grandjean, TGBCA focal-
is very sensitive to any disturbance, the isotropic liquidconic and (ii ) SmC*

A anticlinic, TGBCA focal-conic, syn-
is easily supercooled to this point. Apparently, small toclinic. In B we � nd the two triple points (i) TGBCA moderate electric � elds induce the nucleation of the

Grandjean, TGBCA focal-conic, isotropic and (ii) TGBCA Grandjean texture of the TGBCA phase at the expense
focal-conic, synclinic, isotropic. Thus, at moderate � elds,

of the SmQ phase. At high � elds, about 20 V mm Õ 1,
such as 8 V mm Õ 1, we would, on lowering the tem-

the � eld strongly stabilizes the macroscopically polar
perature, see a transition sequence isotropic–TGBCA synclinic state by almost one degree.
Grandjean–TGBCA focal-conic, and � nally a transition
to the � eld-induced synclinic state of the SmC*

A .

On slowly cooling the sample at the transition from
4. Discussion

the developed focal-conic texture of the TGB to the
The optical textures, the electric � eld eŒects, and the

anticlinic state of the SmC*
A phase (area marked with A) electro-optic response, as discussed in § 3, give evidence

while maintaining the electric � eld strength, there is a that the TGBCA phase indeed has local anticlinic,
signi� cant change of texture when the SmC*

A phase antiferroelectric order. As already known, the helical
appears, cf. � gure 8. The new texture is the same as that structure of a TGB phase may be characterized by:
of the SmC*

A anticlinic state. This change observed at (i) the pitch along the quasi-helix axis ( p); (ii) the thickness
the transition is further evidence that the TGBCA focal- of the smectic blocks (lb ); (iii) the distance of the screw
conic state is not equivalent to the anticlinic state of dislocations within a grain boundary ( ld ) and (iv) the
the SmC*

A phase. Curve III in � gure 7, indicating the inclination angle between adjacent slabs (Dh). This also
threshold for the transformation from Grandjean to holds for the TGBCA phase, as indicated in � gure 9. But
focal-conic texture, has approximately the same slope as let us now discuss the possible molecular organization
curve II which describes the electric � eld threshold for within the slabs and in the vicinity of the grain boundaries
the transition to the synclinic state. On cooling from the of the TGBCA phase. The discussion below is made in
isotropic phase, either the planar Grandjean, the focal- terms of the orientation of the tilt plane, i.e. the plane
conic or the synclinic ferroelectric texture, each with its spanned by the local director and the smectic layer
characteristic electro-optic signature, can be achieved normal. We come to the conclusion that the tilt plane
depending on the amplitude of the applied electric � eld. of the local anticlinic order in the smectic slabs is

The phase transition from liquid crystalline state to always perpendicular to the helix axis of the TGBCA
isotropic is shifted to higher temperatures in the presence phase, whereas in the grain boundaries, between adjacent
of an electric � eld. On applying a � eld, the nucleation dispirations, the tilt plane is alternately parallel and

perpendicular with respect to the helix axis.of the SmQ phase is inhibited. This phase would appear
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186 J. G. Meier et al.

Figure 9. Schematic representation
of the TGBCA model.

It is known that for electric � elds applied along using the expression ‘the tilt plane is along the electric

� eld’. In this geometry the torque on the local Ps ofthe smectic layers of an antiferroelectric liquid crystal,

below the � eld-induced antiferroelectric to ferroelectric each smectic layer, Ps 3 E, is maximized which in turn

ampli� es any antiphase distortion and hence increasestransition, the molecular tilt plane reorients into the � eld

direction. Fukuda et al. [17] made conoscopic experi- the induced net polarization. As a comparison, when the

tilt plane is perpendicular to the applied � eld, Ps 3 E 5 0,ments on thick (#100–200 mm) freely suspended � lms. In

such � lms the smectic layers are parallel to the � lm and and the � eld has essentially no in� uence on the structure

below the Fréedericks transition and/or below the anti-the helix of the SmC*
A is perpendicular to the � lm. On

applying an electric � eld in the � lm plane, the helix was ferroelectric to ferroelectric transition. The symmetries

and tilt plane orientations of TGBCA and AFLCs inunwound by the � eld. The unwound anticlinic structure

is macroscopically biaxial with the two optic axes in a general will be treated elsewhere [20].

Let us now return to the TGBCA phase and assumeplane perpendicular to the tilt plane, and the conoscopic

picture directly gives the orientation of the tilt plane in that we have the same kind of coupling between the

electric � eld and the tilt plane as in the SmC*
A casesrelation to the direction of the applied � eld. As the two

optic axes were found to be perpendicular to the applied just described. We know that in the � eld-induced trans-

formation from Grandjean to � ngerprint/focal-conic� eld, Fukuda and co-workers could conclude that the

tilt plane of the unwound structure was along the � eld. textures there is a reorientation of the TGB helix from

perpendicular to parallel to the glass plates. This trans-Shiyong et al. [18] studied bookshelf aligned cells

with a surface-stabilized AFLC. In such cells the SmC*
A ition can now be explained by assuming that the tilt

plane is perpendicular to the helix axis, cf. � gure 9, andhelix is suppressed by surface action and the tilt plane

is everywhere parallel to the glass plates. On applying hence perpendicular to the applied � eld in the Grandjean

texture. On increasing the electric � eld strength wean electric � eld perpendicular to the glass plates they

could at a certain threshold voltage observe a Fréedericks- increase the electrostatic energy of the system and above

a certain threshold a structure for which the tilt plane islike transition, earlier predicted by Qian and Taylor [19],

in which the tilt plane reoriented to become essentially perpendicular to the � eld, that is the Grandjean structure,

becomes unstable. This gives the transformation fromparallel to the � eld. Both the � eld-induced unwinding

of the helix in the � lms and the Fréedericks transition Grandjean to the focal-conic texture with a TGB helix

parallel to the glass plates. In this con� guration thein the bookshelf cells could at � rst be considered to be

due to dielectric coupling (~De), but they are in fact lowest energy condition, i.e. smectic layer normal is

perpendicular to the � eld while the tilt plane is alongdue to the much stronger coupling between the electric

� eld and uncompensated electric polarization arising the � eld, is more or less ful� lled in about 50% (due

to the helical structure) of the sample. This � eld-inducedfrom antiphase � uctuations in adjacent layers [18]. As

a result of this, the lowest energy state is achieved when transition is analogous to the Grandjean to � ngerprint

transformation in a cholesteric liquid crystal with positivethe tilt plane is along the � eld at the same time as the

smectic layer normal is perpendicular to the � eld. For dielectric anisotropy. At a certain � eld strength, the

Grandjean cholesteric structure with director in the planesimplicity we will refer to this lowest energy state by
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187T he antiferroelectric T GB phase

of the cell becomes unstable, and is transformed into the
� ngerprint texture in which the director is alternately

parallel and perpendicular to the applied � eld. In both

the TGBCA and the cholesteric cases the helix is further
unwound if the � eld strength is further increased. Above

a certain critical � eld, the helix totally unwinds which

results in a � eld-induced SmC*
A state in the TGBCA

case and a homeotropic director con� guration in the

cholesteric case. In conclusion, the � eld-induced Grandjean

to focal-conic/� ngerprint structure of the TGBCA phase
can be explained by assuming that the local tilt plane of

the anticlinic structure within the smectic slabs is perpen-

dicular to the TGB helix axis. This also means that there
is no helical structure of the director along the smectic

layer normal within each slab. In fact, each slab may be

described as a surface-stabilized SmC*
A structure in which

Figure 10. The microcolumns in the x, y-plane of a grain
the two surfaces are constituted by the grain boundaries boundary. The full lines represent the layers belonging to
between the slabs. This picture is further supported the smectic blocks above and beneath the grain boundary.

The dashed lines represent the dispiration lines. Theby the absence of any electro-optic response other than
arrows and dotted or crossed circles indicate the c-directorthe stepwise � eld-induced increase of the pitch, in the
in the grain boundary.

Grandjean con� guration. If the tilt plane is perpen-

dicular to the � eld, the torque on the local Ps , and hence

the electro-optic response, is minimized. If there had
been a helix within the blocks, there would in addition

have been a gradual change of birefringence (colour)

on varying the electric � eld. This also suggests that the

� eld-induced increase of the TGBCA pitch, preceding

the Grandjean to focal-conic state, is connected to the

action by the � eld on the grain boundaries.

Within the grain boundaries the situation is more
complicated as a unit screw dislocation in an anti-

clinic smectic is automatically connected to a half-unit

dispiration [17, 21]. (A pure screw dislocation would

require a Burger’s vector b 5 2.)

A TGB phase can be seen as built-up of microcolumns

carved in the smectic planes by the screw dislocations

existing only in the vicinity of the grain boundary [22].

Figure 10 shows the c-director of the microcolumns of
the TGBCA phase in the vicinity of a grain boundary

+1/2 -1/2

viewed in the x, y-plane, which is the plane of the paper.
Figure 11. The c-director � eld in the vicinity of a grain

Two successive smectic slabs are indicated, one above boundary viewed in the x, z-plane.
( light grey shade) and one below (darker grey shade) a

grain boundary in which the screw dislocations are

marked (dashed lines). Let the c-director be the projection disclination. While all screw dislocations have the same
of the director on the smectic layer, hence, indicating sign, the sign of the disclinations alternates between each
the local tilt plane. The arrows and the dotted and dispiration.
crossed circles indicate the direction of the c-director From the drawing in � gure 11 it is obvious that in
with respect to the x, y-plane being either in the plane the grain boundary between each pair of one 1 1/2 and
or pointing up and down. Such a structure can only be one Õ 1/2 dispiration, the c-director, and hence the tilt
formed by the formation of dispirations instead of pure plane, is locally parallel to the TGB helix. When an
screw dislocations (cf. � gure 11). The dashed lines in electric � eld is applied along the helix, there are already
� gure 10 are thus dispirations. Each dispiration consists regions where the tilt plane is locally along the � eld and,

hence, where Ps 3 E Þ 0. As the lowest energy density isof a unit screw dislocation combined with a half-unit
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188 J. G. Meier et al.

achieved when the tilt plane is along the � eld, these consist of a regular lattice of dispirations. Such a discon-
regions in the vicinity of the grain boundaries tend to tinuity requires a unit screw dislocation combined with
grow, without threshold, pushing the dispirations away a half-unit dislocation. This is diŒerent from TGBA and
from each other. At the same time the regions of the TGBC phases where pure screw dislocations form the
grain boundary in which the tilt plane is parallel to grain boundary. Inside the slabs of the TGBCA phase,
the boundary will shrink. This means that we should the tilt plane is perpendicular to the helix axis. The
introduce two lengths, ld1 and ld2 , corresponding to observed eŒects are due to the � eld-induced reorientation
the distances between two dispirations between which the of the tilt plane of the local anticlinic structure.
tilt plane is, respectively, perpendicular and parallel to One might ask if an array of screw dislocations with
the grain boundary. The applied � eld will increase ld1 a Burger’s vector of two unit layers could be an alter-
and decrease ld2 , and when ld2 becomes small enough native model for mediating the twisting blocks shown
the screw dislocations on either side of ld2 vanish. This in � gure 11. However, the fact that the elastic energy is
makes the total number of screw dislocations decrease already quadratic in the Burger’s vector, does not make
and, assuming a more or less constant thickness of the this seem probable. Furthermore, we know already that
smectic slabs, thereby makes the pitch of the TGBCA the dispiration with unit Burger’s vector is an inherent
phase increase. This is in agreement with our experi- feature of the SmC*

A phase. Finally only the dispiration
mental observation where the pitch increases prior to gives a simple explanation for the observed TGBCA
the transformation into the focal-conic texture on apply- behaviour in an electric � eld.
ing an electric � eld. This picture of course holds only
if the smectic layer normal is perpendicular to the
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and would like to acknowledge � nancial support from thepreliminary X-ray experiments [23].
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